
So You Want to be 
an Author



Who am I?

• Dark fantasy

• Indie

• Autistic



First Things First

• There are a lot of writing “rules”

• Read between the lines

• Know the rules so you can break them effectively

• Everyone’s methods are different

• Take all advice with a grain of salt (even mine)

• Do what works best for you



Example 1: 
“Never start with the character getting ready.”

• Context matters

• Establishing the status quo can make the inciting incident and 
everything that follows more impactful

• But is it boring?

• Or is it cool and different (say, in a fantasy or sci-fi setting)

• Is there a more interesting place to start?

• A better way to show what the character wants?



Example 2: 
“Adverbs are bad. Never use them!”

“He laughed happily.” ⬅️ Laughter typically means a person is 
happy. You don’t need to say that.

BUT…

“He laughed bitterly.” ⬅️ In this case, the adverb completely 
changes the meaning.

Understand what the rule is getting at, and why.



The First Rule of Writing

FINISH THE STORY



Seriously…



I mean it



• Mood boards

• Character sheets

• Daydreams

• Worldbuilding

• Shiny new ideas

• Memes

• Perfect is the enemy of done

Don’t let these 
things distract you



Your first draft will suck

(It’s okay, they all do.)

💩



“The first draft is just you 
telling yourself the story.”

- Terry Pratchett



Make Writing a Routine

• You don’t have to write daily (though it helps)

• I recommend every other day while drafting

• It adds up over time

• Write on your phone

• Dictate notes

• Write in same place at the same time

• NaNoWriMo is helpful



National Novel Writing Month

• Goal: 50k in one month

• Great for accountability and routine setting

• Make your own goals

– My books are over 130k

– I start in October so I have momentum going in, finish in December

• Check for local workshops and go to them

– Learn craft

– Meet local authors

• Nice coupons if you finish



Writer’s Block

• Rule out things like stress and depression

• If it comes on suddenly, it’s probably your subconscious realizing 
there’s a problem

• You may have someone acting out of character

• Back up to the last place the story was flowing freely and try a 
new direction



I’m done. Now what?



Strengthen Your 
Prose



Show, Don’t Tell

He was tired.

vs

He slumped in his seat, barely
able to keep his eyes open.

You don’t need to show everything, 
but you do need to show the 
important or emotional bits. Your job 
is to make readers care.

Helpful resource



Weak Verbs and Phrases

• He was running. ➡️ He ran. ➡️ He sprinted.

• He was very mad. ➡️ He was livid. ➡️ He slammed the drawer 
shut and spun to face his brother.

That last one is showing.

Wordhippo is the best online thesaurus I’ve found. Avoid using 
words you don’t already know, as the connotation might not be 
what you think.

https://www.wordhippo.com/


Crutch Words



Common Crutch Words and Phrases

• Suddenly

• Began to

• Just

• That

• Was

• Looked

• Nodded

• Smirked

• Laughed

• Walked

• Very

• Turned

• Shrugged

• Sighed



Crush your Crutch Words

• Make a list and stick it near your writing space

• Don’t worry about them in a rough draft. Just 

get the words out!

• Check for them in revisions.
• You will get new ones 🙃



Filter Words and Deep POV

You want to immerse the reader.

Filter words put distance between 
the reader and what’s happening 
on the page. 

We’re already in the character’s 
head. Most of the time there’s no 
need to add a filter.

• thought

• wondered

• wished

• felt

• saw

• heard

• smelled



Filter Words and Deep POV

He saw birds fly overhead.
➡️ Birds flew overhead.

She heard an explosion. A moment later, she felt the aftershocks.
➡️ A boom echoed in the distance and the ground beneath her shook.

She felt cold.
➡️ Goosebumps erupted on her arms in the crisp autumn air. She 
hugged herself and jogged toward the theater.

She watched Thomas walk away. What a jerk, she thought.
➡️ Thomas walked away with that stupid swagger of his. What a jerk.



Resources for Self-Editing

• Grammarly

• ProWritingAid

Use with caution. May not 

like your stylistic choices.

https://www.grammarly.com/
https://prowritingaid.com/


Strengthen Your 
Dialogue



Dialogue

• “Said” is king. It’s invisible

• Good dialogue stands on its own

• Remember the whole adverb thing? Yeah, minimize them

• Use compelling dialogue, strong character voice, action tags

(Note: This applies to adult fiction. Children’s fiction has to be more 
explicit and uses more tags. I’m told YA uses more adverbs.)



Not saying you can’t 

use these, but do so 

SPARINGLY and 

DELIBERATLY



Common Mistake

• Swapping out “said” for any old verb. 

❌ “I can’t believe he did that,” he laughed.

✔️ “I can’t believe he did that.” He laughed.

✔️ “I can’t believe he did that,” he said with a laugh.

You can’t “smile” dialogue. Arguably you can’t “laugh” it either. 
You can belch it, though.



Punctuation Is Your Friend

Em dash (—) shows interruption.

“How could you just leave like that? I thought you were my—”

Ellipses ( . . . ) show trailing off.

“I am! I just, well, I don’t know . . .”

Exclamation marks (!) indicate excitement or yelling.

“What a cute puppy!”

“Get back here! I’m not finished with you!”



Dialogue Tags

• You don’t need a tag for 
every line, especially when 
it’s only two people.

• Every so often is fine, or 
when it might be 
confusing



Good Dialogue Stands on Its Own

1. How is Rachel feeling?

2. How is Reverend Brown 

feeling?

3. How do you know 

that?

From Inherit the Wind

by Jerome Lawrence and 

Robert E. Lee



Good Dialogue Stands on Its Own



Good Dialogue Stands on Its Own



How to Ruin Dialogue

she exclaimed

she pleaded

she yelled

she pondered

she exclaimed

she explained

she asked

she hollered

she begged

he commanded

he emitted

he screamed

he seethed

he fumed

he bellowed

he accused

he intoned

he jabbered



Dialogue Exercise 1

Write a brief scene using ONLY dialogue and NO TAGS.



Action tags - Do More With Less

• Alternative to “said”

• Can show character emotion and/or help flesh out the scene

• Need to be relevant

– Don’t have people randomly doing things just because

– Try to tie it to character

– Otherwise you get a bunch of hair swishing, shrugging, nodding, and 
drinking from cups



Action tags - Do More With Less

“You must be new here. My name is Gloria.” She stuck out a hand.

The woman shrank back and stared at her hand like it was 
gangrenous. “Why did you approach me?”

“I, uh, as I said, you looked new and a little unsure. I just wanted to 
make you feel welcome.”

“And that’s the only reason? You didn’t sense . . . something about 
me?” The woman’s gaze was intense, like the world hung on 
Gloria’s answer.



Bad Dialogue

“Hello, Markus,” I said.

“Hi,” he greeted me. “How are you? Doing alright?”

I nodded. “Yes. Are you caught up on Awesome New Show?”

“Yes!” he exclaimed. “Can you believe what happened last 
episode?”

I threw my hair over my shoulder. “Incredible, wasn’t it?”

“Yes,” he answered. 



Bad Dialogue

“Hello, Markus,” I said.

“Hi,” he greeted me. “How are you? Doing alright?”

I nodded. “Yes. Are you caught up on Awesome New Show?”

“Yes!” he exclaimed. “Can you believe what happened last 
episode?”

I threw my hair over my shoulder. “Incredible, wasn’t it?”

“Yes,” he answered. 

Tip: Consider whether the lines actually need to be there. Often 
you can combine them or delete every third line altogether.



Meh Dialogue

“Hello, Markus,” I said.

“Hi. How are you? Doing alright?”

I nodded. “Are you caught up on Awesome New Show?”

“Can you believe what happened last episode?”

“Incredible, wasn’t it?”

“Yes.” 

This is boring and doesn’t tell us anything about the characters.



Better Dialogue

“Hey, Markus,” I said. “Are you caught up on Awesome New 
Show?”

“Yes.”

“I can’t believe they killed off Jason.”

“I can,” he said. “He kissed Peter on the previous episode. Talk 
about burying your gays. I’m not watching it anymore.”

“You didn’t say that after they killed Paula.”

“I should have. I had my hopes up about Jason, though.”

This is okay. We now know more about these two, but we can use 
action tags to flesh out the scene.



Good Dialogue

“Hey.” I took the seat across from Markus. “Are you caught up on 
Awesome New Show?”

He closed his notebook with a scowl. “Yes.”

“I can’t believe they killed off Jason.”

“I can. He kissed Peter on the previous episode. Talk about burying 
your gays. I’m not watching it anymore.”

“You didn’t say that after they killed Paula.”

He winced. “I should have. I had my hopes up about Jason, 
though.”



Dialogue Exercise 2

Tweak the scene from before, adding dialogue tags where you 
think they’d be beneficial.



Revisions
Polish that turd!



Polishing Your Manuscript
1. Rough draft

2. Revise

3. Critique partners

4. Revise 

5. Beta readers

6. Revise

7. Professional editor

8. Proofreader

Repeat as 

needed

(query here if you’re going to)

If you’re going trad, your 

publisher will handle this



Who are critique partners?

• Other writers

• Don’t have to write the same genre

– Just keep in mind they don’t know your genre conventions

• They will find stuff you missed

• You learn a lot from reading other people’s errors

• Everyone has different skills. Find partners who are strong where 
you are weak.

• As your writing develops, you may need different partners



But someone might steal my stuff!

• This doesn’t happen

• Okay it does happen, but not to you

• Remember, your manuscript is 💩

• People want to rip of Stephen King, make an 
Amazon account named Steven King, and 
publish the book that way.

• Yes, that actually happened.

• You’re a nobody. Nobody wants your stuff.





But someone might steal my idea!

• Ideas are a dime a dozen

• The value is in the implementation

• The more you write, the more ideas you get

• Seriously, every published author has a folder 
somewhere full of half-baked ideas they’ll never get 
around to writing because they don’t have the time.

• Even Brandon Sanderson just hired his BFF to cowrite in 
the Cosmere because he’s afraid he’s not writing fast 
enough.



I’m terrified of someone reading my 
work 😬
• If you plan to publish, I have news for you…

• Better to iron out the issues now

• Your work isn’t for everyone

– Think of your favorite movie or book

– Guess what, some people hate your fave

– Go look up your favorite book on Goodreads and read the one 
star reviews

• If they don’t like it, that’s okay! They’re not your target 
audience.

• You can’t please everyone and trying to will only dilute the 
impact of your work.







Critiquing Guidelines

• Do a test swap first!

• If they don’t read or write in your genre, keep in mind they won’t 
know the tropes or conventions

– This doesn’t mean they can’t critique! They may have different insight.

• Bad critique partners can still be awesome beta readers

• Everyone has different skills. Find partners who are strong where 
you are weak.



Giving Feedback

• Ask if there’s anything you should focus on

– Some people want plot/story feedback, others want prose

• Flag problems, don’t rewrite

• It’s not your job to fix things or offer solutions

• Sandwich method

• If you have resources, share them

• Be honest



Accepting Feedback

• Do NOT give people your rough draft

• Sit with your discomfort and avoid getting defensive

• Don’t explain what you meant. You won’t be able to do this for 
readers. It needs to be clear in the text.

• Unless it’s grammatical, take everything with a grain of salt

• If one person flags something, keep it in mind. If three people 
flag something, you probably need to change it

• It’s YOUR job to fix things



Critique Groups

Break up into small groups and trade manuscripts. 



Strengthen Your 
Story



How do you write?



Plotters/Architects

• Focuses on the main conflict

• Spend a long time working on an 
outline

• Writing goes very fast with minimal 
revisions

• Plot is typically stronger than 
character

• Can seem predictable or “paint by 
numbers”



Famous Plotters/Architects

James Patterson John Grisham Brandon Sanderson



Pantsers/Gardeners/Discovery

• Often starts with just a character or 
idea for a scene

• Writing may get stuck more often, 
revisions take longer

• Author may go off on tangets

• Characters tend to be stronger, 
and drive the plot

• Plot or ending tends to be weaker

• Outlines lead to boredom, because 
the story is already “done”



Famous Pantsers/Gardeners/
Discovery Writers

Neil Gaiman Stephen King George RR Martin



Plotter/Architect

Need to know what happens in order 
to write.

• The Anatomy of Story by John Truby

• Plottr – Plotting software. Go look at 
it and drool.

• Save the Cat Writes a Novel –
includes a lot of beat sheets

• The Heroine's Journey – If you’re sick 
of trying to jam your plot into the 
Hero’s Journey and can’t figure out 
why it doesn’t fit.

Gardener/Discovery Writer

Need to write in order to know what 
happens.

• Check out Skeleton Drafting

• Writing into the Dark (it’s like 50 
pages long and mostly a pep talk). 
Alternatively, watch Dean Wesley 
Smith (the author) relay his method 
to a dumbfounded audience.

• Three Story Method scene rubric

• Make a Scene

https://truby.com/the-anatomy-of-story/
https://plottr.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078VWDNKT
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08D5ZSNRB
https://www.rageagainstthemanuscript.com/how-to-plot-with-skeleton-drafting
https://www.amazon.com/Writing-into-Dark-without-Outline/dp/1561466336
https://youtu.be/OyIq28hOyMw
https://theauthorlife.com/free-tools/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1440351414


So Many Story Structures 😵

Credit:

Robert Carlson

Original  Here

https://www.reddit.com/r/writing/comments/2vmri3/made_a_chart_that_combines_every_story_structure/


Most of them are variations of the 
same thing

• Character wants something

• Problem keeps the character from getting the thing

• Character deals with challenges

• All Hope is Lost

• Last obstacle overcome



Hero’s Journey – Not for Everyone

• Most information you find on plotting is very Euro-
centric

• There ARE alternate story structures (see resource 
sheet)

• Some people won’t like it when you a style they don’t 
recognize

• Engaging characters and strong scenes give you 
more leeway



Example: My Neighbor Totoro



Strengthen Your 
Scenes



Your Goal:



Keep Them Reading

• If they set the book down they may not pick it up again

• End chapters with a hook or cliffhanger

– Look at how television does this

• Every time you answer a question, add two more

• Keep readers in the dark. Just because you know what happens 
doesn’t mean they need to

• MAKE THINGS HARD FOR YOUR CHARACTERS



Did the characters accomplish their goal?

Yes, but…

Yes, they achieved their goal, but 
now [insert complication]

They found the missing 
plans, but now their 
escape route is cut off.

No, and…

No, they failed their goal, and now 
[make things worse]

The rescue failed, and two 
more team members were 
captured.



Warning!

• One you start adding conflict, it can lead to endless subplots.

• Don’t get too sidetracked. Subplots should tie in with the main 
plot somehow.

• All plotlines need to be resolved eventually.

• Track of your subplots to ensure they get resolved by the end of 
the book.



Elements of a Good Scene

• Character goal

• Obstacle or conflict

• Character action

– Force character to choose between two bad options (from Three Story 
Method)

• End with a hook or a question

https://theauthorlife.com/free-tools/


Publishing



Paths to Publishing

Traditional

• They pay for everything

• Better bargaining power (brick & mortar, 
KU)

• Abysmal royalties

• Advances are getting lower; no longer 
lump sum

• They own your IP forever

• Very little control

• Requires agent

• You still have to market, but you’re 
hamstrung

Indie/Self-pub

• You pay for everything 

• Higher royalties

• Keep your IP

• Control every aspect of the business

• No gatekeepers

• More flexibility

• You have to do everything



Business Models

Traditional

• Focus on the launch

• Standalone “with series potential”

• Focus on print

• Slow to adapt – look at the 
pandemic

• Long lag time to publication

Indie/Self-pub

• All about the backlist baby

• Series are strong

• Focus on ebooks

• Easily adapts

• Publish as fast as you want



Going Traditional Means Waiting

• You have to query agents

• This can take YEARS

• Be patient, keep trying

• Don’t just sit on your hands, write the next book!

• Your writing should improve

• More books to query = more odds of getting picked up

• If you do get picked up, you have more books to sell



Indie Means You ARE the Publisher

• You wear all the hats

• IT’S A BUSINESS

• You have to keep ROI in mind

• You have to hire people to edit, 
proofread, format, and create a 
cover

• You have to learn marketing

• You have complete control over 
your brand (which means you’re 
also responsible for failures)



Costs of going Indie

• Copyedit 0.018 per word

• Proofreading 0.01 per word

• Cover $100-500

• Formatting $150

• Marketing:

• You CAN go cheaper, but I 
don’t recommend it

• If the cover looks DIY, people 
assume poor quality

• Bad grammar + many typos = 
bad reviews

• With over 2700 new books 
being added to Amazon 
DAILY, if you put out crap it 
will get lost in the crowd



It’s YOUR Decision

Don’t just dive in blindly.

Research both and figure out what’s best for you.

Consider how much control you want over your career, 
and how much work you’d like to put in.



A warning…

Publishers pay YOU, not the other way around

• “We love your book! Just send us $5000…”

• This is a VANITY PRESS

• They will not properly edit, nor will they market your book

• PUBLISHERS PAY YOU

• Paying for a specific service (like editing or a cover) is 
fine. Do NOT pay for “publishing”



Thanks!

Go to valneil.com/pinned-posts/
For a copy of these slides and a
resource sheet filled with links.


